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Moderate transmutation of the aura; CL 8; Slot belt; Price 15,000 gp; Weight 1 pound DESCRIPTION When fastened about the waist, this thick length of rope provides a Bonus boost of No 2 to the Constitution along with tremendous stamina. Treat the increased bonus to the Constitution as a temporary ability bonus for the first 24 hours of
the belt to wear. Any effect that will cause the wearer to become tired deals with additional 1d6 points of non-lethal damage instead. Any effect that will cause exhaustion also causes 1d6 points of non-flying damage and leaves the wearer tired rather than exhausted. CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS Exploits Craft A Wonderful Point,
Bear Endurance, Lesser Restoration; Cost 7500 gp. Section 15: Copyright Notice Pathfinder Role-playing: Final Equipment (OGL) © 2012, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Authors: Dennis Baker, Jesse Benner, Benjamin Brooke, Ross Burs, Brian Cortiho, Ryan Costello, Mike Ferguson, Matt Getz, Jim Groves, Tracy Hurley, Matt James, Jonathan
H. Keith, Michael Kenway, Hal McLean, Jason Nelson, Tork Shaw, Owen KC Stevens, Russ Taylor, and numerous RPG Superstar contributors View the full version : Bloodrager and Fury Cycle PilgraM2015-03-19, 05:25 AMHi guys I'm preparing for the campaign and I created Bloodrager with Arcanist pedigree, I'm also a new pathfinder
and played just. Now my question is, I've read about the Barbarians Fury cycle, I'm just wondering how it works and how does it work with the bloodrager? Feint's End2015-03-19, 01:08 PMHi guys I'm getting ready for the campaign and I created Bloodrager with an Arkanist pedigree, I'm also new to Pathfinder and only played a handful of
RPGs. Now my question is, I've read about the Barbarians Fury cycle, I'm just wondering how it works and how does it work with the bloodrager? Well the simple answer you need is a way to combat the fatigue condition. Fury cycling basically enters, stopping and returning fury every round or any other round, so you can use 1/Fury Fury
powers as often as possible. In order to work you need immunity to fatigue since you can't start raging with it presently. On how to get immunity to fatigue you need to ask other posters here. It's not really my specialty. Frosty2015-03-24, 01:09 AMTake 5 levels Oracle with a lame curse and you will be insured against fatigue. Psyren2015-
03-24, 01:59 AMCord from Stubborn Resolve ( is the best method, as it works on any assembly. You can clear the non-flight after the fight in a variety of ways. The man with the heart field of racial work is at its lowest level as a last resort. grarrrg2015-03-24, 02:01 AMTake 5 levels Oracle with a lame curse and you will be insured against
fatigue. Sort of. Non-Oracle levels are considered 1/2 for Oracle Curse bonuses. So you only need 1 Oracle level and 8 Bloodrager levels (or 2 Oracle No.6 Bloodrager, or...). way is to get the flaws of Scarlet and Green Green Ian Stone ( , this transforms all fatigue instantly into sickened instead. Then at level 8, you take the inner
resilience ( of Fury Power, which makes you immune to sickened while frantic (Bloodragers can access the fury of powers through the Primalist ( archetype). Another way is to take Roused Anger ( Fury Power so you can enter fury while fatigued, but when fury ends up user exhausted, add Level 2 Horizon Walker ( choosing Desert for
Terrain Mastery, it converts all exhaustion into fatigue. Another way is to channel option ( Agriculture. This allows you to ignore fatigue for 1 minute. Either dip the Cleric/Life-Oracle for Level 1 and get it yourself, or see if an ally will do it. Another way is to take leadership and give your cohort the ability that removes fatigue (various spells,
Paladin mercy, etc...). Another way is to just take 17 levels of Barbarian/Bloodrager and not become tired at the end (blood)Rage : smalltongue: atemu12342015-03-24, 09:50 AmTake 5 levels Oracle with a lame curse and you will be immune to fatigue. Five levels a little long to fall ... Psyren2015-03-24, 09:59 AMFive levels a little long for
the fall ... As grarrg noted, you can get it from 1 Oracle level if you're willing to wait. PilgraM2015-03-26, 04:10 AMCheers guys thanks for help, you definitely gave me a few options. ghanjrho2015-03-26, 05:38 AMRage cycling on a bloodrager is not a good idea at all. First, you won't have very much furious powers to start with (no, unless
you grab a Primalist), so you can easily avoid capturing 1/ Rage Powers. Second, take a closer look at the Big Blood. Starting with Bloodrager 11, whenever you enter Bloodrage, you free-to-action spell on yourself that lasts as long as Fury does. DarkOne71419812015-03-26, 05:42 AMS Archetype Primalist You can have as much fury
powers as a standard barbarian, and the archetype gives nothing, so every Bloodrager should be Primalistlist... The fury of cycling is certainly still a potentially worthwhile option. Psyren2015-03-26, 08:29 AMWith primaist archetype you can have as much fury powers as a standard barbarian, archetype gives nothing, so every Bloodrager
should be Primalist ... The fury of cycling is certainly still a potentially worthwhile option. In fact you give up pedigree credentials to choose anger powers, so it's not exactly free; in fact, some pedigrees have good things all the way up up Arcane), so there may actually be a pretty good reason not to be a Primalist. Also, you can only do it
on level 4 and every 4 levels after, so you'll always have your level of pedigree power - which is unfortunate because some of the level 1 powers suck while some of the level 4 powers are pretty good, so you might end up waiting until 8 to get even one of the anger power. (For example, The level 4 Aberrant power to increase your
coverage is useful, while the Level 1 Top Strike power is quite weak... and Aberrant's 8th level power resilience is also useful, so Primalist may not be a good choice for this pedigree either.) Primalist is useful for trading unexploded shells in the pedigree, such as the minuscule energy resistance of Abissal and Heaven. Mithril Leaf2015-03-
26, 08:38 AMFactually you give pedigree the authority to choose the power of rage, so it's not exactly free; in fact, some pedigrees have good things all the way (like Arcane), so there may actually be a very good reason not to be a Primalist. Also, you can only do it on level 4 and every 4 levels after, so you'll always have your level of
pedigree power - which is unfortunate because some of the level 1 powers suck while some of the level 4 powers are pretty good, so you might end up waiting until 8 to get even one of the anger power. (For example, The level 4 Aberrant power to increase your coverage is useful, while the Level 1 Top Strike power is quite weak... and
Aberrant's 8th level power resilience is also useful, so Primalist may not be a good choice for this pedigree either.) Primalist is useful for trading unexploded shells in the pedigree, such as the minuscule energy resistance of Abissal and Heaven. I think you can trade out of your first level of Bloodline power in order to get familiar if it would
be more useful to you. It's an option. Psyren2015-03-26, 09:03 AMI think you can exchange your first level of Bloodline Power in order to get a friend if it would be more useful to you. It's an option. That would be neat, where is it? Also, you could go Crossblooded, although it hurts yours to save quite a bit. Mithril Leaf2015-03-26, 12:57 PM
This would be neat where is it? Also, you could go Crossblooded, although it hurts yours to save quite a bit. I think that's what they're saying here. ( I don't Red Fel2015-03-26, 01:07 PMI think that's what they're saying here. ( Oh. It's more than helpful. Specifically, that Faye Familiar ... Faye's Bloody Line was powerful to start with (for
sorcerers, anyway); it makes him even sicker. (Also, do you think it works for Wildblooded? But yes. I've seen the use of, say, Abyssal familiar as a capable flank-buddy on Bloodrager. Psyren2015-03-26, 01:12 PMI think, think what they're saying here. ( I don't , I haven't seen that pass before. It's really very helpful. I would be interested in
dumb bloodrager with a very clever (improved) familiar scolding of him all the time. You WOULD crush his head! I told you we needed that one! Red Fel2015-03-26, 01:23 PMI'd be interested in dumb Bloodrager with a very smart (improved) familiar scolding of it all the time. You WOULD crush his head! I told you we needed that one! So,
the archetype of the sage ( ? (And I'm the only one who looks at this archetype and thinks: On gum, is it pokedex?) Mithril Leaf2015-03-26, 01:24 PMAh, I haven't seen that pass before. It's really very helpful. I would be interested in dumb bloodrager with a very clever (improved) familiar scolding of him all the time. You WOULD crush his
head! I told you we needed that one! Hell, you can go with the sage. I don't think archetypes forbid anything about it. EDIT: Damned swords. Psyren2015-03-26, 01:45 PMSo, sage ( archetype? (And I'm the only one who looks at this archetype and thinks: On gum, is it pokedex?) Yes, that will do this :smallbiggrin: I am sure they are
entitled to archetypes because they are in the same book. DarkOne71419812015-03-26, 05:10 PMFactually you give pedigree the authority to choose anger powers, so it's not exactly free... The archetype is free - there is no strength. My point is still that The Fury of Cycling in Bloodrager is as potentially useful as it is in Barbarian.
Psyren2015-03-26, 05:46 PMArchetype is free - powers are not. My point is still that The Fury of Cycling in Bloodrager is as potentially useful as it is in Barbarian. Of course, I don't deny that - but your secondary claim based on it being free was that, and I quote, every Bloodrager should be a Primalist. To which I just pointed out - if you
have a pedigree where all 4th and higher powers are good (like Arcane or Aberrant), you have a good reason to choose not to be a primalist in these cases. Random NPC2015-03-26, 05:51 PMSure, I don't deny that - but your secondary claim based on his being free was that, and I quote, every Bloodrager should be a Primalist. To which
I just pointed out - if you have a pedigree where all 4th and higher powers are good (like Arcane or Aberrant), you have a good reason to choose not to be a primalist in these cases. I think the idea is that because you can choose either pedigree credentials or fury credentials every level 4, should be Primalist to give themselves options.
Even if you choose all pedigree powers, you will lose absolutely nothing. Psyren2015-03-26, 05:58 PMI think the idea is that because you you Choose either pedigree credentials or fury credentials every 4 levels, you have to be a Primalist to give yourself options. Even if you choose all pedigree powers, you will lose absolutely nothing. I
don't understand how you can call yourself a Primalist if you don't actually do any swaps. It would be like a monk calling himself Tsingun, but keeping all the basic features. The random NPC2015-03-26, 07:18 PMI doesn't see how you can call yourself a Primalist unless you actually do any swaps. It would be like a monk calling himself
Tsingun, but keeping all the basic features. That's right. Plus there are some signs that archetypes should be chosen when creating a character (or at least that's how it's implied to me), so if you ever want to choose one alternative feature, you should choose an archetype at the beginning of the game. grarrrg2015-03-26, 09:33 PMPart
that Faye Familiar ... Faye's Bloody Line was powerful to start with (for sorcerers, anyway); it makes him even sicker. (Also, do you think it works for Wildblooded? I'm going to go with incompatible in this case. Sylvain Bloodline trades from level 1 of the power pedigree, and Bloodline Familiar trades from your level 1 pedigree power. Since
you can't trade from the same thing twice, they are not compatible. Red Fel2015-03-27, 07:03 AMI'm going to go with incompatible in this case. Sylvain Bloodline trades from level 1 of the power pedigree, and Bloodline Familiar trades from your level 1 pedigree power. Since you can't trade from the same thing twice, they are not
compatible. Yes... I saw that after rereading Bloodline Familiar Rules... And you can't go with Eldritch Heritage, either, since Sylvain comes from the archetype rather than the basic (Fey) Bloodline. What a pity. grarrrg2015-03-27, 11:56 PMPlus have some signs that archetypes should be chosen when creating a character (or at least that's
how it's implied to me), so if you ever want to choose one alternative feature, you should choose the archetype at the beginning of the game. Ah-ha! I finally found him. Thought it was a record of frequently asked questions at first, but it's actually hiding in the rules of retraining ( Note that you don't have to use the retraining rules to adopt
an archetype if your class level is low enough that the archetype doesn't change any of your current class abilities. For example, if you're a Level 1 fighter who wants an archetype archer that the archetype doesn't replace any class abilities up to a level 2 fighter, so you don't need to use the rules of retraining at all- once you reach Level 2,
you can just decide to take Archer. So you are free to announce/change/customize what archetypes you have to the point where the archetype is actually something. This makes many archetypes of Schrodinger's Archetype. They exist in two states as long as such how they are observed. To use Primalist as an example: There is actually
no such thing as a level 3 Primalist as the archetype has no effect until Level 4 anytime soon. On the other hand, every Bloodrager that is not level 20 can also be considered Primalist. Random NPC2015-03-28, 01:16 AMAh-ha! I finally found him. Thought it was a record of frequently asked questions at first, but it actually lurks in the rules
of retraining ( so you are free to announce/change/customize what archetypes you have to the point where the archetype is actually something. This makes many archetypes of Schrodinger's Archetype. They exist in two states as long as they are not observed. To use Primalist as an example: There is actually no such thing as a level 3
Primalist as the archetype has no effect until Level 4 anytime soon. On the other hand, every Bloodrager that is not level 20 can also be considered Primalist. Well, that's good news. I have to point this out to my Grandmaster Thank you! Psyren2015-03-28, 01:57 AMAh-ha! I finally found him. Thought it was a record of frequently asked
questions at first, but it actually lurks in the rules of retraining ( so you are free to announce/change/customize what archetypes you have to the point where the archetype is actually something. This makes many archetypes of Schrodinger's Archetype. They exist in two states as long as they are not observed. To use Primalist as an
example: There is actually no such thing as a level 3 Primalist as the archetype has no effect until Level 4 anytime soon. On the other hand, every Bloodrager that is not level 20 can also be considered Primalist. My point is for sure - as long as the archetype actually replaces something, you're not that archetype. Thus, a more accurate
statement will be that no Bloodrage is a Primalist, until they actually decide to replace their pedigree credentials with furious credentials, whether they do so in 4 or 20. Works on vBulletin® copyright © 2020 vBulletin Solutions, Inc. All rights are reserved. Reserved.
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